Abstract-Equal
INTRODUCTION
Exposed to dirty environment, surfaces of insulators will be polluted. After being wetted, the polluted layers will deduce insulators' insulation capability which often invites pollution flashover. In recent years [1] - [2] , there have happened several large area pollution flashovers in some locals or the whole country, which resulted in large area power blackout. Among all the causes resulting in pollution flashover, the lag and the inaccuracy of pollution distribution map of power network is a primary one. Equal Salt Deposit Density (ESDD) is the dominant factor to classify contamination severity and draw pollution distribution map. At present, the methods of ESDD forecasting are mainly traditional multivariate linear regression(MLR) [3] - [4] , back propagation (BP) neural network [5] , and least squares support vector machines (LSSVM) [6] - [7] . Combination forecasting integrates the useful information of all single forecasting models; hence it can more systemically and comprehensively reflect the changes of an object than a single model does. J.M. Bates and C.J.W. Granger proved the combination of two or more than two agonic single forecasting models can produce the result better than that of each single model, which showed combination forecasting method can increase prediction accuracy [8] .
To improve ESDD forecasting accuracy, a nonlinear combination forecasting model based on wavelet neural network (WNN) for ESDD is proposed. The model is a WNN with three layers, whose inputs are the forecasting results of MLR, BP and LSSVM, and outputs are the observed values of ESDD. For the sake of better reflection of the influence of each single forecasting model on ESDD and increase of the accuracy of ESDD prediction, the article uses Morlet wavelet to construct WNN, error backpropagation algorithm to train the network and genetic algorithm to determine the initials of the parameters. Simulation results show that the accuracy of the proposed combination model is higher than that of any single model and also higher than that of linear combined forecasting (LCF) model. The model provides a new doable way to boost the precision of pollution distribution map of power network.
II. BRIEF INTRODUCTIONS OF MLR, BP, LSSVM, AND LCF

A. MLR Model
If y is a random variable predicted through 1 2 The neuron j of layer k has such an input-output relationship being described as:
Where ( ) k ij ω is the connection weight between neuron i of layer ( 1) k − and neuron j of layer k ; ∈ is the kth input vector and k y R ∈ is the kth output. In the feature space SVM models take the form:
In LSSVM for function estimation the following optimization problem is formulated: 
After elimination of ω and e , and application of the Mercer condition, one can get finally the following LS-SVM model for function estimation
D. LCF Model LCF model [12] takes the form: 
Where, ϕ is the nonlinear function and i h ∧ is the combined forecasting value. In this paper, WNN is used to design the nonlinear function ϕ .
WNN [14] adopts nonlinear wavelet basis to replace common-used Sigmoid function in traditional neural network. Through linear superposition of nonlinear wavelet basis selected, the combination of the ESDD data of all single forecasting models is realized. The nonlinear combination function in (9) can be fitted as follow: 
weighted coefficient between output terminal and the kth hidden layer node, the weighted between the jth input and the kth hidden layer node, the translation factor and scaling factor of the kth wavelet basis respectively; the number of wavelet basis m is 7, according to the empirical formula 2 1 n + .
Considering Morlet wavelet possessing relatively good localization and smoothness, it will be selected in (10 
Where, I is the number of training samples and i h is the ith observed value.
To gain the optimal parameters is to minimize (12) . In this article, gradient descent algorithm is used as WNN learning principle. The details are as followings:
( 
Where, η is the learning ratio and α is the momentum factor.
3) Compute current output of WNN: put current parameters into (10) to get current output of the network; 4) Numerate error function value. When the error is less than the set one, the learning process is terminated; otherwise, turns to step (2).
IV. EXPERIMETNAL RESULTS
On the basis of the model principles and modeling steps in the text, Matlab 7.0 is adopted to write the ESDD prediction programs based on WNN. References [3] - [5] , [7] show there is a close relationship between insulators ESDD and meteorological factors. So, for each single model, 120 samples of the historical meteorological data and ESDD data provided by "Optical Sensor System for the ESDD Monitoring of Transmission Equipment" (developed by Wuhan High Voltage Research Institute and Wuhan Kangpu Changqing Software Company) are regarded as training set and forecasting set, where 90 samples belong to training set, and the rest 30 samples to test set.
From Tab. 1, it can be seen that the average relative error of MLR is 8.094% which is the biggest one among those of the five forecasting models ,and that of WNN is 3.377% , the least 
